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Stationary observer:
• Sees same number of sources per solid 

angle in all directions
• Large angles, deep enough survey

The cosmological principle
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The Universe is (statistically) isotropic and homogenous (on large scales). 

No special positions or directions in the Universe.



“Data from the Planck satellite show the universe 
to be highly isotropic” (Wikipedia) 
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T =  2.725 K
Δ"
" ~10&'

We observe a statistically isotropic Gaussian random field of small temperature 
fluctuations (fully quantified by the 2-point correlations � angular power spectrum)

Planck 2015



The CMB Dipole: Our motion through the cosmos?
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Net motion of the Solar System barycentre:
369 +/- 2 km/s w.r.t CMB rest frame 
towards

R.A = 168.0, DEC = -7.0

• Motion of the Sun around the Galaxy 
~225 +/- 18 km/s

• The motion of the Local Group 627+/-22 
km/s  ApJ, 709, 483

!"
" ~ 10-3

COBE Experiment, 1996
Planck 2015
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What is the origin of this motion?



A moving observer - Kinematic Dipole
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Aberration Doppler boosting
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Dipoles in a catalogue of galaxies
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In an all-sky catalogue with sources of redshift 
distribution D(z) from directionally unbiased survey 
with N sources

redshift

D(z)

"⃗ = $ (%⃗&'(, *, α) + , (N) + - (D(z)) +.
$→ The Kinematic dipole, depends on source spectrum, 
source flux function, observer velocity

, → The random dipole, ∝ 1/√4, isotropically distributed in 
direction

- → The structure dipole, local anisotropy due to growing 
structure

. → Foregrounds, mainly stars and other Galactic 
contamination



This talk:
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Dipole in radio catalogue of galaxies, NVSS and SUMSS

~600000 galaxies

z ~ 1, deep survey . ! (D(z)) → 0

High redshift radio galaxies and divergence from the 
CMB dipole
J. Colin, R. Mohayaee, M. R. and S.Sarkar
MNRAS 471 (2017) no.1, 1045-1055 arXiv:1703.09376

Dipole in catalogue of galaxies from infrared survey,
Wide Field Infrared Survey Explorer (WISE)
~2.4 million 
z~0.14, shallow survey 

The dipole anisotropy of AllWISE galaxies
M.R.  , R. Mohayaee, S.Sarkar and J. Colin
MNRAS 477 (2018) no.2, 1772-1781 arXiv:1712.03444

A dipole in the deceleration parameter?
The SDSS-II/SNLS3 Joing Lightcurve Analysis 
sample of  SN1a
740 SN1a, z=0.01 to z=1.4

Apparent cosmic acceleration due to local bulk flow
J. Colin, R. Mohayaee, M. R. and S.Sarkar
Submitted to Nature Sci Rep ,  arXiv:1808.04597

https://github.com/rameez3333/ Dipole_JLA and catana repositories.

https://github.com/rameez3333/


The NRAO VLA Sky Survey (NVSS)
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1.4 GHz survey of the Northern sky, by the National Radio 

Astronomy Observatory. Down to dec = -40.4o

1,773,488 sources above 2.5 mJy. But ‘complete’ with 

uniform sky exposure only above 10 mJy

Phys. Rev. D, 78, 043519



Sydney University Molonglo Sky Survey (SUMSS)
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843 MHz survey of the Southern sky, by the Molonglo
Observatory Synthesis telescope. Dec < -30.0o

211050 radio sources. Similar sensitivity and resolution to 
NVSS



The NVSUMSS-Combined All Sky catalog
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• Rescale SUMSS fluxes by (843/1400)-0.75

• Remove Galactic Plane at +/-10 degree in NVSS

• Remove NVSS sources below and SUMSS sources 
above dec -30 (or -40)

• Apply common threshold flux cut on both samples

• z~1, <120 sources at z<0.3 at 90%C.L.



Estimators for the Dipole
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Add up unit vectors corresponding 
to directions in the sky for every 
source

Relatively lower bias and statistical 
error 1/√&

Rubart and Schwarz 2013

Vary the direction of the 
hemispheres until maximum 
asymmetry is observed

Easy visualization

High Bias and statistical error 
2.6/√&



Results
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Velocity ~ 1355 ± 351 km/s, Dir within 10° of CMB dipole direction.

Statistical significance, ~2.81 Sigma, with the 3D linear estimator, constrained mainly by the catalogue size

Bengaly et al 2018 JCAP 1804 (2018) no.04, 031 find a 5.1 sigma dipole in TGNSS !

(Possibly due to low z source contamination)

SKA phase 1 measurement ~10%

Bengaly (et al) 2018 : 1810.04960v1



The Widefield Infrared Survey Explorer
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All sky infrared survey over 10 months, in the bands 3.4, 4.6, 12 
and 22 !m using a 40 cm diameter telescope 

Generated a catalog of 746 million+ objects, most of which are 
stars.

Directionally unbiased survey strategy, arc second angular 
resolution, multi band photometry.



Getting rid of the stars
following from MNRAS448,1305–1313 (2015)

• Magnitude cuts in different bands, Galactic plane cut at +/-15 degrees
• Sample of 2.46 million Galaxies, 76% complete, with 1.8% star contamination
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in agreement with MNRAS 445 (2014) L60-L64

Cross correlate with deep surveys over a very narrow sky 
(SDSS, GAMA) to determine how many are stars and how 
many are Galaxies

The maximum is in the direction (AllWISE) 
237.4° RA, -46.6 ° Dec 
331.9° l 6.02° b 

110 degrees from the CMB direction

Dipole magnitude ~0.049 

Fully kinematic interpretation ~ 6000 km/s



Getting rid of the stars
following from MNRAS448,1305–1313 (2015)

• Magnitude cuts in different bands, Galactic plane cut at +/-15 degrees
• Sample of 2.46 million Galaxies, 76% complete, with 1.8% star contamination
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in agreement with MNRAS 445 (2014) L60-L64

Cross correlate with deep surveys over a very narrow sky 
(SDSS, GAMA) to determine how many are stars and how 
many are Galaxies

The maximum is in the direction (AllWISE) 
237.4° RA, -46.6 ° Dec 
331.9° l 6.02° b 

110 degrees from the CMB direction

Dipole magnitude ~0.049 

Fully kinematic interpretation ~6000 km/s
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Getting rid of even more stars

Apparent motion = parallax + proper motion

Stars in the Galaxy have higher apparent 
motions 400 mas/yr up to many arc seconds/ 
year

Cuts on apparent motion can bring star 
contamination down to 0.1%, while still 
keeping ~1.8 millin galaxies.

182.9° RA, -55.6° DEC, 50.1° from the CMB

Dipole magnitude reduces to 0.014

Star galaxy identification by cross correlating 
with SDSS



Suppressing local anisotropies
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6.1’’ PSF

~200 Mpc

Remove extended 
sources and the 
supergalactic plane.

Further reduce z<0.03 
sources by cross 
correlating with 2MRS 
and removing the 
correlated sources.



Redshift distribution of the sample
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d = 0.0124  >  3600 km/s if fully kinematic

Total dipole is at least 4.6! statistically significant.

172.6° RA, -6.6° Dec (~4.5° from CMB)

The dipole anisotropy of AllWISE galaxies 5

Figure 4. Redshift distribution for 5400 sources of AllWISE that

are matched to those of GAMA survey. The median redshift is

0.137-0.164 depending on the masks.

it is desirable to remove as many sources as possible at low
redshifts, in a directionally unbiased manner. The various
steps in the process of suppressing the clustering dipole are
described in the following subsections.

WISE being a photometric instrument, the AllWISE
catalogue does not provide redshift measurements. We esti-
mate the redshift distribution of these data by cross match-
ing with the Galaxy and Mass Assembly (GAMA) catalogue
(Liske et al. 2015). The GAMA is a spectroscopic survey of
about 300,000 galaxies down to r < 19.8 magnitude over
about 286�2. The GAMA survey builds on the previous spec-
troscopic surveys such as the SDSS which we have already
used to estimate the star contamination.

Of the 5620 AllWISE sources at this stage that fall
within the solid angle scanned by GAMA, 5491 have cross-
matched counterparts. The redshift distribution of these
sources is shown in Figure 4 which also indicates how it
evolves in the later stages of this analysis.

6.1 Removing the supergalactic plane and sources
correlating with 2MRS at z < 0.03.

A large fraction of the mass in the nearby universe, out to
z = 0.03, is known to be clustered along a planar structure
known as the supergalactic plane. In order to exclude this,
we add a supergalactic latitude cut of ±5� which ensures
that most of the local superclusters that lie on this plane
are removed. Since both the galactic and the supergalactic
planes form great circles in the celestial sphere, removing
an area centered on them leaves the direction of the dipole
estimators unbiased.

In order to further suppress any local super-structures
that lie outside the supergalactic plane, we cross-correlate
our AllWISE galaxy catalogue with the 2MRS catalogue
(Huchra et al. 2012) and remove all objects that are com-
mon to the two catalogues. This is done by identifying all
AllWISE sources that are within 100 of 2MRS sources out to
z = 0.03, beyond which 2MRS is not complete. Of the 24,648
2MRS sources below redshift z = 0.03, only 2392 have All-
WISE counterparts at this stage (in contrast to § 5.1, when

Figure 5. The hemispherical count map of the AllWISE-galaxy

selection as described in § 6.2.

all 24,648 sources did have counterparts). Consequently, the
impact of removing these sources is small.

Subsequent to these cuts we are left with ⇠ 1.71 million
objects. The median redshift at this stage was found to be
⇠ 0.137 and the 3D linear estimator of Eq. 5 finds the di-
rection and the magnitude of the dipole to be RA=177.4�,
DEC=�49.9� (l = 292.9�, b= 11.7�) and 0.017 respectively.
The dipole direction is now 43.7� away from the CMB dipole.
Evidently the removal of local structures slightly reduces
the amplitude of the dipole (previous value was 0.018) and
brings its direction closer to that of the CMB.

6.2 Discarding extended sources

The WISE satellite has an angular resolution of ⇠ 6.100 in
the 3.4 µm band, which corresponds to ⇠ 2.96⇥ 10�5 radi-
ans. Galaxies, which are typically a few tens of kpc across,
are resolved as extended sources at distances less than a few
hundred Mpcs. Galaxies of similar size at larger distances
are contained within the angular beam size of the detec-
tor and appear to be point sources. Discarding extended
sources at this stage can significantly suppress the fraction of
nearby objects. The AllWISE catalogue provides a variable
’ext_flg’, which has a value of zero if the morphology of the
source is consistent with the WISE point spread function,
and not associated with a known 2MASS extended source.
Higher values of the variable indicate high goodness of fits
for extended source profiles.

Consequently, we select only sources with ’ext_flg=0’,
which leaves us with a sample of ⇠ 1.23 million sources.
The median redshift at this stage is found to have increased
to 0.164, indicating the suppression of low redshift sources.
Applying the 3D linear estimator (5) to this sample, we find
the dipole to be in the direction RA=166.2�, DEC=�15.7�

(l = 269.17�, b = 40.17�), i.e. only 8.8� away from the CMB
dipole , with a magnitude of 0.0124, a significant reduction
from the previous value of 0.017 (see § 6.1).

If we further widen the Galactic plane cut to ±20�,
then the dipole direction swings to RA=172.6�, DEC=�6.6�

(l = 269.7�, b = 51.0�), whch is merely 4.5� away from the
CMB dipole, with a magnitude of 0.011 according to the 3D
estimator). The hemispheric-count estimator (4) finds the
dipole to lie towards RA=151.9�, DEC=�15.7� (l = 255.1�,
b = 31.5�) which is 18.0� away from the CMB dipole, with

c� 0000 RAS, MNRAS 000, 000–000

By cross correlating with Galaxy and Mass Assembly



Residual clustering dipole
• For a Copernican observer:
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Using Planck 2015 cosmological 

parameters and astropy, using the 

the redshift distribution as dN/dz

!"#$ <  0.0018

In the final sample

!<=> = 0.0106

Velocity of ~3000 km/s
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Figure 6. The top panel shows the dipole from the maximum likelihood
analysis in the redshift band 0.015< z< 0.025 (61 SNe Ia). The best-fitting
point is at (b = 16◦, ℓ = 271◦) for Vbulk = 250 km s− 1 and the red and
green contours are the 1σ and 2σ confidence regions. The large blue spot
is the direction of CMB dipole (b = 30◦ ± 2, ℓ = 276◦ ± 3). The larger
yellow spot, close to the CMB direction, is the best-fitting direction from
the residuals analysis and the smaller black spot is the best-fitting direction
from the maximum likelihood analysis (the magnitude of the dipole was
given in Fig. 8). The bottom panel shows the dipole for the redshift range
0.015 < z < 0.035 (109 SNe Ia). The blue spot is the CMB dipole and the
black spot at b = 21◦, ℓ = 287◦ is the best fit from the likelihood analysis
for Vbulk = 260 km s− 1, while the red and green patches are the 1σ and 2σ
confidence regions.

we cannot single out #CDM as the preferred model of the Uni-
verse. The data become rather sparse at high redshift and the error
in distance measures increases, so the data may also agree with
alternative anisotropic models.
At low redshift, our results are rather robust and we find a bulk

flowof about 260 km s− 1 in the direction of the Shapley supercluster.
We show that the Union 2 data provide the first evidence of the infall
on to Shapley; SNe Ia which are falling away from us and towards
Shapley are statistically dimmer than those which lie beyond this
supercluster and are falling towards us. We see no indication of the
decay of the bulk flow after Shapley which suggests that the scale of
anisotropy of our local Universe is bigger than is usually assumed
and extends beyond z ∼ 0.1.
Our analysis and results are important for the study of the expan-

sion history of the Universe and the properties of dark energy. In all
SNe Ia compilations, an uncertainty of 300–500 km s− 1 is assumed
for each data point to allow for bias introduced by random pecu-
liar velocities. However when there is a coherent motion of SNe Ia
towards a specific direction, this bias cannot be removed by just
increasing the size of the error bar (i.e. assuming the peculiar veloc-
ities to be random). We will present in future work the effect of this
systematic motion of SNe Ia at low redshifts on the reconstruction
of the expansion history of the Universe and estimation of cosmo-

Figure 7. The top panel is for the range 0.015 < z < 0.045 (127 SNe Ia)
and the bottom panel is for 0.015 < z < 0.06 (142 SNe Ia). The blue spot is
the CMB dipole (b = 30◦ ± 2, ℓ = 276◦ ± 3) and the black spots are the
best fit from the likelihood analysis at (b = 15◦, ℓ = 291◦) for Vbulk =
270 km s− 1 for the top panel and at (b = 8◦, ℓ = 298◦) for Vbulk =
260 km s− 1 for the bottom panel, while the red and green patches are the 1σ
and 2σ confidence regions.

Figure 8. The bulk flow as a function of redshift from the likelihood anal-
ysis. We see that a fast flow with Vbulk = 260 km s− 1 persists up to at least
z= 0.06 and systematically exceeds the peculiar velocity expected in#CDM
(blue line) normalized to WMAP-5 parameters (Watkins et al. 2009).

logical parameters like q(z), w(z) or ‘Om’(z) (Sahni, Shafieloo &
Starobinsky 2008; Shafieloo, Sahni & Starobinsky 2009).
We also note the interesting observation by Tsagas (2010) that

observers with peculiar velocities have local expansion rates which
are appreciably different from the smooth Hubble flow, so can ex-
perience apparently accelerated expansion when the Universe is
actually decelerating. Thus, whether dark energy really needs to be

C⃝ 2011 The Authors, MNRAS 414, 264–271
Monthly Notices of the Royal Astronomical Society C⃝ 2011 RASDownloaded from https://academic.oup.com/mnras/article-abstract/414/1/264/1089369

by guest
on 08 March 2018

Colin J., Mohayaee R., Sarkar S. & Shafieloo A., 2011, MNRAS, 414, 264

Hints that we are not a Copernican Observer

Measuring the cosmic bulk flow with 6dFGSv 339

Figure 1. The bulk flow amplitude as a function of scale. The 6dFGSv bulk flow measurement
is indicated in red at the radius of a sphere having the same volume as the hemispherical
6dFGSv survey. The predicted rms bulk flow in a flat ΛCDM model (Ωm = 0.274, h = 0.704
and σ8 = 0.811) is shown as the solid (dashed) black line for a top-hat (Gaussian) window
function. The light blue and green shadings around these lines are the 90% range of scatter
from cosmic variance. Bulk flow measurements from recent studies, coloured according to the
most appropriate window function (blue for top-hat, green for Gaussian), are shown for Nusser
et al. (2011, N11), Watkins et al. (2009, COMPOSITE), Turnbull et al. (2012, A1), Colin et al.
(2011, C11), Dai et al. (2011, D11) and Planck Collaboration (2013, Planck13) and also the
Local Group motion with respect to the CMB (Kogut et al., 1993).
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Measuring the cosmic bulk flow with
6dFGSv

Christina Magoulas1,2, Christopher Springob2,3,4, Matthew Colless5,
Jeremy Mould4,6, John Lucey7, Pirin Erdoğdu8 and D. Heath Jones9

1Department of Astronomy, University of Cape Town, Private Bag X3, Rondebosch 7701, RSA,
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3 ICRAR, The University of Western Australia, Crawley, WA 6009, Australia,

4ARC Centre of Excellence for All-sky Astrophysics (CAASTRO),
5RSAA, The Australian National University, Canberra, ACT 2611, Australia,

6CAS, Swinburne University, Hawthorn, VIC 3122, Australia,
7Department of Physics, University of Durham, Durham, DH1 3LE, UK,
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Abstract. While recent years have seen rapid growth in the number of galaxy peculiar veloc-
ity measurements, disagreements remain about the extent to which the peculiar velocity field
- a tracer of the large-scale distribution of mass - agrees with both ΛCDM expectations and
with velocity field models derived from redshift surveys. The 6dF Galaxy Survey includes pe-
culiar velocities for nearly 9 000 early-type galaxies (6dFGSv), making it the largest and most
homogeneous galaxy peculiar velocity sample to date. We have used the 6dFGS velocity field
to determine the amplitude and scale of large-scale cosmic flows in the local universe and test
standard cosmological models. We also compare the galaxy density and peculiar velocity fields
to establish the distribution of dark and luminous matter and better constrain key cosmological
parameters such as the redshift-space distortion parameter.

Keywords. galaxies: distances and redshifts, cosmology: observations - distance scale - large-
scale structure of universe

1. Introduction
Peculiar velocities are a direct, unbiased tracer of the underlying distribution of mass in

the universe that are regulated by the scale and amplitude of fluctuations in the density
field. The peculiar velocity field is therefore a powerful cosmological probe that can pro-
vide independent constraints on the parameters defining models of large-scale structure
formation. It is sensitive to mass fluctuations on the largest scales, up to ∼100 h−1 Mpc,
and remains the only such probe in the low-redshift universe.

The dipole moment of the peculiar velocity field, also known as the bulk flow, is a
measure of the large-scale, coherent motion of matter. The most recent peculiar velocity
studies consist of samples containing a large number of measurements (on the order
of 5000) to reach a consensus in the scale of these flows and also establish whether
they are consistent with the predictions of ΛCDM. When averaged over a large enough
volume, cosmological models predict that the bulk flow should approach the Hubble
flow, commonly measured as a convergence to the rest frame of the cosmic microwave
background (CMB). Whilst there is growing consensus in the direction of the bulk flow
found by multiple studies, inconsistencies in the observed amplitude and scale still remain.

The distortion of the galaxy distribution in redshift-space by the peculiar velocity field
can be characterized by the linear redshift distortion parameter, β. The form of this

336
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8 M. Rameez, R. Mohayaee, S. Sarkar, J. Colin

Figure 8. Left: Intrinsic clustering dipoles observed in 500 realizations of AllWISE galaxy selection like catalogues from Milky Way-like

halos (green) and Milky Way-like halos in an environment as found in 2MRS by Lavaux et al. (2010), corresponding to a bulk flow

velocity of the z=0.03 sphere in the range 240 to 280 km s
�1

(blue). Right: The observed angle between the observer velocity and the

observed clustering dipole direction. The distribution of angles expected between two isotropic random dipoles is denoted in yellow for

comparison.

8 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Subtracting the best estimate of the residual clustering
dipole, |Dcls| = 0.0076 ± 0.0022 (§ 7.1) from the total ob-
served dipole |D| = 0.0124 (§ 6.2), we obtain D � Dcls| =
0.0048±0.0022. A catalogue of this size (1.2 million sources)
is also expected to have a random dipole of size ⇠ 0.001, im-
plying |Dkin| = 0.0048±0.0024 if we do a scalar subtraction.
While this subtraction ought to be done vectorially, the pre-
cise direction of the structure dipole in the local Universe
is unknown. However the close alignment of the total dipole
observed in data with the CMB dipole, despite |Dcls| be-
ing significantly larger than |Dkin|, suggests that the two
are closely parallel. Hence the vector subtraction can be ap-
proximated with a scalar subtraction of the magnitudes.

It is straightforward to evaluate the flux power-law in-
dex x in eq.(2) for a given catalogue in a single frequency
band. However for WISE and AllWISE, the initial cuts and
the cuts applied for star-galaxy separation depend on mag-
nitudes in different bands, hence the index changes between
the different bands (Griffith et al. 2015). Since our galaxy
selection is driven primarily by a W1 magnitude cut, we
confine ourselves to the W1 band.

The index of the flux function can be fitted from the
data (Colin et al. 2017). The Doppler shift is more impor-
tant for faint galaxies, hence the value of x near the thresh-
old is most relevant and is found to be 0.75 as shown in
Figure 9. The spectral index ↵ (3) for galaxies in infrared
depends on the classification of the galaxy. However, in the
W1 band range, for most galaxy types, the spectral index
varies between 0.8 and 1.0 (Griffith et al. 2015). Using these
values in eq.(1) yields a velocity of 430± 213 km s�1 for the
Solar system barycenter.

9 SUMMARY

The total observed dipole in the final AllWISE galaxy selec-
tion after suppressing star contamination and local source
contribution is 0.0124 corresponding to a velocity of 1110
km s�1 if interpreted as purely kinematic in origin.

Figure 9. The variation of the AllWISE galaxy selection source

number count with the lower cut in flux in the W1 band which

we use to determine the power x in eq.(2). At the lower flux

threshold, the best fit value (red line) is 0.75.

While this seems anomalously high, theoretical expecta-
tions for a ⇤CDM universe suggests that a clustering dipole
of ⇠ 0.006 is expected in a sample with the same redshift
distribution as our final selection. These estimates do not
however take into account special features of our local en-
vironment. To do so, we examine mock AllWISE galaxy
selection-like catalogues generated from a state-of-the-art
⇤CDM Hubble volume simulation. We search for haloes with
velocities similar to that of the Milky Way embedded in an
environment as observed in 2MRS with a bulk velocity of
⇠ 240 km s�1 extending beyond z = 0.03. We find that an
intrinsic clustering dipole of size 0.0071±0.0022 can arise for
these observers . This lowers the inferred velocity of the Solar
system barycenter to 430±213 km s�1, compatible with the
value inferred from the CMB dipole. However, the estimate
of the residual clustering dipole from theory is model depen-
dent, and in this case assumed a ⇤CDM model with param-
eters fitted to Planck data. Consequently the final value of

c� 0000 RAS, MNRAS 000, 000–000

Dark Sky N Body Simulations
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First trillion particle simulation of the Λ"#$ universe.

Only ~<1% of halos with MW-like mass and velocity are inside bulk flows > 240 km/s on scales exceeding 260 Mpcs

#%&' = 0.0076 +/- 0.0022

#()* = 0.0048 +/- 0.0024

V = 1260 ± 629 km/s

MW mass halo
Virgo Mass halo within
16-18 Mpc



The tilted Friedmann Universe
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drops below 1 and the comoving observer ‘measures’ negative deceleration parameter in one 
direction of the sky

The patch A has mean peculiar velocity    with                                 and                 
(the sign depending on whether the bulk flow is accelerating or decelerating)

# = D̃ava ? 0
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Inside region B, the r.h.s. of the expression

ṽa
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If we are inside a large local ‘bulk flow’.

(Tsagas 2010, 2011, 2012; Tsagas & Kadiltzoglou

2015) 
… if so there should be a dipole asymmetry in the 

inferred deceleration parameter in the same 
direction – i.e. towards the CMB dipole



The FLRW Universe in Kinematics

• ! =
$̇

$

• % ≝ −
$̈$
̇$)
(defined	with	a	minus	to	be	positive	for	a	decelerating	universe)

• A = $⃛

$CD

EF G =
HG

!I
1 +

1

2
1 − %I G −

1
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1 − %I − 3%I

O + AI +
PHO

!I
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Tilt : %I→ %U + %Vcos(W XUYZ[\ )](^)
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Matt Visser 2004

% =
_`
O
− Ωb (in Λdef)

“Cosmology is the search for two numbers. The Hubble parameter !I and the 
deceleration parameter %I” – Alan Sandage



What are Type Ia supernovae?
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A white dwarf accreting 
matter from a binary 
companion, reignites 
when crossing ~1.44 
Solar Masses

http://arxiv.org/abs/arXiv:1102.1431
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But they can be ‘standardised’ using the observed correlation between their peak 

magnitude and light-curve width (NB: this is not understood theoretically)

They are certainly not ‘standard candles’

https://arxiv.org/abs/1311.5099
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Corrected 
data

Type Ia supernovae as ‘standardisable candles’ 

Use a standard template (e.g. SALT 2) to make ‘stretch’ and ‘colour’ corrections  …

Distance modulus = 25 + 5 log()
*+
,-.
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Betoule et al., A&A 568:A22,2014SALT 2 parameters

Spectral Adaptive Lightcurve Template
(For making ‘stretch’ and ’colour’ corrections to the observed lightcurves)

There may well be other variables that the magnitude correlates with …

B-band



The Joint Lightcurve Analysis ( JLA ) Sample

The SDSSII/SNLSIII Joint Lightcurve Analysis (JLA) catalogue of SN1a
740 SN1a , 551 of which are in the hemisphere opp to the CMB motion
Redshifts corrected using SMAC, which has a bulk flow (gray triangle)
631 are in the opp hemisphere to SMAC BF

Betoule et. al. Astron.Astrophys. 568 (2014) A22



Peculiar velocity impact on SN1a magnitude
! = 1 + %&'( − 1 + %*+, 1 + %- × /

%&'( → 12345627
%*+, → 89:26627 5489; 3 :<=> 1=72<

1 + % = 1 + ̅% 1 + %@'*&'( 1 + %@'*AB

7C % = 7̅C ̅% 1 + %@'*&'( 1 + %@'*AB D

Davis et. al. Astrophys.J. 741 (2011) 67

JLA (and Pantheon) redshifts and magnitudes have been 
corrected to account for the local bulk flow.

SN1a at z>0.06 are assumed (arbitrarily) to be in the CMB 
rest frame. (only uncorrelated 150 km/s in error budget)
Wrong ‘correction’ to SDSS2308 in JLA. Many such 
mistakes in Pantheon (eg : SN2246). 

Consequently, we use only %&'( and subtract out the corrections to 1E



Peculiar velocity impact on SN1a magnitude

!"#$ → &'()*+',
!-./ → 012'++', *)013 ( 2456 &5,'4

1 + ! = 1 + ̅! 1 + !;#-"#$ 1 + !;#-<=

,> ! = ,̅> ̅! 1 + !;#-"#$ 1 + !;#-<= ?

Davis et. al. Astrophys.J. 741 (2011) 67

JLA (and Pantheon) redshifts and magnitudes have been 
corrected to account for the local bulk flow.

SN1a at z>0.06 are assumed (arbitrarily) to be in the CMB 
rest frame. (only uncorrelated 150 km/s in error budget)
Wrong ‘correction’ to SDSS2308 in JLA. Many such 
mistakes in Pantheon (eg : SN2246). 

Consequently, we use only !"#$ and subtract out the corrections to &@



Construct a Maximum Likelihood Estimator

Nielsen, Guffanti & Sarkar, Sci.Rep. 6:35596,2016

Well-approximated as Gaussian

JLA data
‘Stretch’

corrections

JLA data
‘Colour’

corrections



cosmology SALT2

intrinsic 
distributions

Likelihood

Confidence regions

1,2,3-sigma solve for Likelihood value

Simultaneously 
fit for

!"
#$ − Ω'
!(
)
*
+,,$
./0,1
2
3$
.41
5$
.61



Results

The significance of qo being negative is only 2s!
Cosmic acceleration may simply be an artefact of our being located inside a ‘bulk flow’!

(and looking mostly only in one direction)

5

TABLE I. Fits to the JLA catalogue. The 1st row corresponds to the usual fit with 10 parameters, 8 of which describe the

SNe Ia (last 8 columns) and 2 describe the cosmology. The remaining 4 rows present the fits with 2 additional parameters

describing a dipolar modulation of q0, with di↵erent scale-dependences. In each row the e↵ect of setting qm = 0 is also shown.

-2 log Lmax qm qd S j0 � ⌦k ↵ x1,0 �x1,0 � c0 �c0 M0 �M0

No Dipole: JLA zCMB -213.84 -0.3140 – – 0.03729 0.1343 0.03805 0.9318 3.058 -0.01606 0.07103 -19.05 0.1083

As above with no acceleration (qm = 0) -204.30 0 – – -0.8240 0.1323 0.03259 0.9316 3.044 -0.01309 0.07098 -19.01 0.1095

Dipole with no scale dep.: F(z, S) = 1 -218.02 -0.2275 -0.03087 – -0.3232 0.1335 0.03885 0.9318 3.023 -0.01639 0.07111 -19.04 0.1086

As above with no acceleration (qm = 0) -212.95 0 -0.03403 – -0.8857 0.1322 0.03482 0.9317 3.01 -0.01422 0.07104 -19.01 0.1095

Top hat dipole F(z, S) = 1 for z < S -219.83 -0.1673 -0.8317 0.06282 -0.4651 0.1340 0.03926 0.9317 3.028 -0.01595 0.07107 -19.03 0.1083

As above with no acceleration (qm = 0) -217.28 0 -0.9914 0.0656 -0.8468 0.1330 0.03663 0.9318 3.023 -0.0144 0.07100 -19.00 0.1088

Exponential dipole: F(z, S) = e
�z/S

-220.49 -0.2461 -0.3328 0.2290 -0.2047 0.1332 0.03728 0.9322 3.012 -0.01625 0.07108 -19.03 0.1084

As above with no acceleration (qm = 0) -214.84 0 -0.4521 0.1698 -0.8232 0.1320 0.03372 0.9320 3.004 -0.01394 0.07102 -19.00 0.1093

Linear dipole: F(z, S) = 1� z/S -217.72 -0.1861 -0.4574 0.3892 -0.4169 0.1338 0.03949 0.9318 3.029 -0.01610 0.0711 -19.03 0.1085

As above with no acceleration (qm = 0) -216.35 0 -1.448 0.0904 -0.8537 0.1332 0.03621 0.9315 3.016 -0.01436 0.07103 -19.003 0.1090

parameterisations also allow for a large dipole in q0

out to z ⇠ 0.27 and z ⇠ 0.18 respectively, which
reduces the likelihood in favour of acceleration.

3. When progressively adding more parameters to im-
prove the quality of a fit and obtain a desired
outcome, the parameters have to be justified by
both physical and information theoretic arguments.
The additional parameters of Rubin & Hayden31

can be justified by the Akaike information criterion
(AIC) but not by the Bayesian information crite-
rion (BIC). The same applies to the two additional
parameters we introduce (qd and S) however there
is a physical motivation to expect a scale-dependent
dipole in an inhomogeneous universe37,38.

4. If the light curve parameters x1 and c are allowed
to be sample/redshift dependent one can ask why
the absolute magnitude of SNe Ia should also not be
sample/redshift-dependent. Allowing this of course
undermines their use as ‘standard candles’ and the
data is then unsurprisingly consistent with no ac-
celeration, as can be seen in Table II (see also Tu-
tusaus et al.39). Note that the additional 3 param-
eters describing the sample dependence of M0 are
justified by the AIC.

It has been observed, e.g. by Bernal et al.2 that the
deceleration parameter inferred from previous SNe Ia
datasets has a redshift, and indeed directional, de-
pendence. This was interpreted as indicative of local
anisotropy in the matter distribution, i.e. our being
located in an asymmetric void. The refinement in the
present work is that we consider the most recent com-
prehensive database of SNe Ia and take into account all
systematic e↵ects as encoded in the covariance matrices
provided3. Moreover we focus on the local velocity rather
than the density field as this fully reflects the gravita-
tional dynamics due to inhomogeneities. We can then
explore the expected consequences of our being ‘tilted’
i.e. non-Copernican observers. Our analysis is guided
by the suggestion that we may then infer acceleration
even when the overall expansion rate is decelerating — a

signature of which would be a dipolar modulation of the
inferred q0 along the direction of the bulk flow36–38.

The e↵ect of peculiar velocities on SNe Ia cosmology
has been previously studied8,15, however these studies
relied on covariances that apply to Copernican observers.
As we show in an accompanying paper6, although the
bulk flow we are embedded in is rare at only about the
. 1% level28 according to the DarkSky simulation35, the
conditional covariances can be a factor of 10 larger and
introduce a preferred direction locally. This can make a
much bigger impact on cosmological inferences than was
found in these previous studies. In particular the JLA
analysis3 of the same dataset concluded that the e↵ect
of peculiar velocities is only a tiny (< 0.1%) shift in the
best-fit cosmological parameters.

In summary, the model-independent evidence for ac-
celeration of the Hubble expansion rate from the largest
public catalogue of Type Ia supernovae is only 2�. This is
in stark contrast to the claim32 that acceleration is estab-
lished by SNe Ia at > 6� in the framework of the ⇤CDM
model. Moreover there is an indication for a dipole in q0

towards the CMB dipole — as is expected if the apparent
acceleration is an artefact of our being located in a local
bulk flow which extends out far enough to include most
of the supernovae studied36–38. Given the observational
evidence that there is no convergence to the CMB frame
as far out as redshift z ⇠ 0.1 which includes half the
known SNe Ia, this possibility must be taken seriously.

It is often stated that regardless of the marginal evi-
dence for cosmic acceleration from the SNe I a Hubble
diagram there are other reasons to believe that the ex-
pansion rate is accelerating. It has been shown39 however
that all low redshift probes e.g. measurements of Baryon
Acoustic Oscillations, of H(z) from stellar chronometry,
and of the growth of matter perturbations �(z), are also
consistent with no acceleration. The precision data on
CMB anisotropies1 do not directly probe cosmic accel-
eration. Whether the Universe is indeed dominated by
dark energy thus remains an open question.

The dipolar component of q is larger than the 
monopole, and extends out to z~0.22

Accelerating 
Universe

Decelerating 
Universe out to z~0.2

!" > !$
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Conclusions

The dipolar modulation of high redshift radio galaxies is at 2.81! tension with the 
kinematic interpretation of the CMB dipole, suggesting a velocity of ~1355 km/s instead 
of 369 km/s

Infrared galaxies show a 4.6! kinematic + clustering dipole in the CMB direction, 
favouring a velocity of ~1260 km/s, and can be reconciled with the kinematic 
interpretation of the CMB dipole only for a non Copernican observer rare in a 
Λ#$% universe at the level of <1%.

SN1a data allow for a dipole in &' out to z~0.2, and a nonzero value for the monopole in 
&' is disfavoured only at 2!. The dipole is a natural, expected, GR consequence of bulk 
flows, which are expected even in universes with Λ = 0.
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Bernal et al. Phys. Lett. B
765, 163170 (2017)
Anisotropy in the reconstructed deceleration 
parameter

Then:

Riess et al 1998
60 SNe from z~ 0.02 to 0.62

Perlmutter et al 1999
60 SNe from z=0.01 to 0.83
Acceleration at 99% C.L.

All in the hemisphere opposite to the CMB dipole

No peculiar velocity corrections of any kind.
(Introduced only in ~2014 in JLA, not used in
Union II

An a posteriori cautionary tale

Today:

740 SNe in total

632 in hemisphere opposite CMB dipole

108 in same hemisphere as CMB dipole

Exercise:
Select ~60 from the 108 with similar 
redshifts
Best fit will be a decelerating Universe
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MLE, best fit

profile likelihood

Data consistent with uniform expansion @<3s!

2!

1!

3!

0.341

0.569

0.134

0.038

0.931

3.058

-0.016

0.071

-19.05

0.108

Opens up interesting possibilities e.g. could the cosmic 
fluid be viscous – perhaps associated with structure 

formation (e.g. Floerchinger et al, PRL 114:091301,2015)

Nielsen, Guffanti & Sarkar., Sci.Rep.6:35596,2016



Rubin & Hayden (ApJ 833:L30,2016) verify the results of Nielsen et al
but then argue that the light-curve fit parameters may be redshift-dependent

Two out of 3 parameters that go into the distance 
modulus have been examined by eye and made 

sample and redshift dependent.
Against the principles of blinded data analysis.
20 hyperparameters to standardize 740 SN1e

Even if this is justified, the significance with which a non-accelerating 
universe is rejected rises only to ≲4s … still inadequate to claim a 

‘discovery’ (even though the dataset has increased from 
~50 to 740 SNe Ia in 20 yrs)!

Nielsen et al

Cosmology 2018 - Dubrovnik
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! " = 2
3&'

()*+ " − -
" − - * .(0)

The real local Universe

Figure 1: Bulk Flow measurements. Upper panel: the symbols show the amplitude of

the measured bulk flow (with its error) from the following surveys: Surface Brightness

Fluctuations (SBF), SFI , ENEAR (EN), Shellflow (SF), Supernovae type Ia (SNIa),
SMAC, EFAR, LP10, SCII and LP (see table for explanation) as a function of radius.

The CMB dipole COBE measurement and bulk flow from the PSCz redshift catalog
are also shown. The solid line shows the expected rms bulk velocity of a sphere of

radius R for standard ΛCDM model; the dashed lines represent 1-σ cosmic scatter

about the rms. Lower panel: the symbols show the direction of some of the measured
bulk flow vectors, note that the catalogs that correspond to R ∼ 60h−1Mpc have

consistent directions while measurements that correspond to large distances do not.

4

astro-ph/0206052



Estimators for the Dipole
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!89 =
1
&;

<)=

>
?̂<!" = %̂ ∗ &A" − &C"&A" + &C"

&A"

&C"

Add up unit vectors corresponding 
to directions in the sky for every 
source

Relatively lower bias and statistical 
error 1/√&

Rubart and Schwarz 2013

Vary the direction of the 
hemispheres until maximum 
asymmetry is observed

Easy visualization

High Bias and statistical error 
2.6/√&



Local Sources contamination?
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Remove the Supergalactic plane. Disk like 
structure containing the majority of clusters at 
z<0.03

Remove sources within 1 arcsecond of 2MRS 
z<0.03 sources

No significant impact on the velocity/direction of the dipole
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6

TABLE II. Fits to the JLA catalogue allowing for sample- and redshift-dependence of SNe Ia parameters. The 1st row

corresponds to Rubin & Hayden’s
31

22-parameter fit, while the 2nd row shows the changes when a scale-dependent exponentially

falling dipole modulation is allowed for q0. The 3rd row corresponds to their 16-parameter fit while the 4th and 5th rows show,

respectively, the changes allowing for a scale-dependent exponentially falling dipole modulation in q0, and allowing for the

absolute magnitude of the SNe Ia to be sample dependent (respectively low z, SDSS, SNS & HST). In each row the e↵ect of

setting the monopole of q0 to zero is also shown to illustrate that the SNe Ia parameters (last 4 columns) hardly change, while

the dipole in q0 changes substantially.

-2 log Lmax qm qd S j0 � ⌦k ↵ � M0 �M0

Rubin & Hayden (22 param.) with no dipole -331.6 -0.4574 – – 0.1458 0.1345 3.067 -19.07 0.1074

As above with no acceleration (qm = 0) -315.6 0 – – -1.351 0.1323 3.048 -19.01 0.1088

Rubin & Hayden (22 param.) with dipole / e
�z/S

-335.9 -0.3867 -0.2325 0.1825 -0.1779 0.1337 3.028 -19.06 0.1076

As above with no acceleration (qm = 0) -326.9 0 -2.186 0.05034 -1.333 0.1325 3.02 -19.01 0.1087

Rubin & Hayden (16 param.) with no dipole -242.4 -0.3873 – – 0.2937 0.1345 3.063 -19.05 0.1080

As above with no acceleration (qm = 0) -229.9 0 – – -0.8444 0.1325 3.051 -19.00 0.1094

Rubin & Hayden (16 param.) with dipole / e
�z/S

-250.2 -0.3329 -0.2091 0.2726 0.04258 0.1336 3.021 -19.04 0.1081

As above with no acceleration (qm = 0) -241.2 0 -0.3585 0.1794 -0.8645 0.132 3.009 -19.00 0.1093

Rubin & Hayden (16 + 3 param.) with no dipole -253.4 -0.09894 – – -0.102 0.1346 3.023 -19.07, -19.00, -18.94, -18.78 0.1082

As above with no acceleration (qm = 0) -253 0 – – -0.2661 0.1344 3.016 -19.06, -18.99, -18.92, -18.77 0.1084
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Even with the sample and redshift dependent treatment for !",$ and %$ proposed by R&H,&'=0 is disfavoured only at 
2.4 sigma and allows for a  large &( extending to )~0.18

If !",$ and %$ can be sample or redshift dependent, why not /$? Undermines the use of SN1a as standard candles 
but justified by AIC.



Planck 2015
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https://arxiv.org/pdf/1706.09309.pdf

https://arxiv.org/pdf/1505.07800.pdf
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The Pantheon compilation

JLA +  additional SN1a from Pan Starrs and HST
1048 SN1a, redshifts corrected for peculiar velocities using the 2M++ 
flow field
890 are in the hemisphere opposite the 2M++ bulk flow

Scolnic et al. Astrophys.J. 859 (2018) no.2, 101

However, we use only JLA!



Redshift distribution of the removed sources
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d = 0.0124  >1200 km/s if fully kinematic

Total dipole is at least 4.2! statistically significant.
172.6° RA, -6.6° Dec (~4.5° from CMB)

By cross correlating with Galaxy and Mass Assembly



The standard model and structure formation
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! " = $ " − $̅
$̅

'(!
')( + 2, ) '!

') = 4./0$̅!

/12 + Λ412 =
8./
67 89:

Assume isotropy and homogeneity of 89:

→ The FLRW metric with Friedmann 
equations describing the time evolution of 
the scale factor a
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